
See Sydney at its best - take the Climb of Your Life to the top of the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge with BridgeClimb Sydney. 

With our Climb Leader as your guide, you will suit-up in our specially  
designed outdoor gear and ascend for breathtaking views as far as the eye 
can see. 

Climbs are available at dawn (limited departures), during the day, twilight 
and night. Don’t miss out on this unforgettable Sydney experience!

Absorb a 360 degree panorama of Sydney on our original Climb experience. The sky re-
mains just past your outstretched fingertips as you ascend the upper arch to the top.

This experience is 3 ½ hours with a maximum of 14 people per Climb.

Get a taste of the world famous BridgeClimb! Ascend the inner arch of the iconic Sydney 
Harbour Bridge to a spectacular vantage point halfway to the top.

This experience is 1 ½ hours with a maximum of 12 people per Climb.

Accelerate your ascent – this is the fastest trip to the top. Climb through the heart of the 
Bridge and experience steel-framed views of the city before bursting through to the summit.

This experience is 2 ¼ hours with a maximum of 14 people per Climb.

Led by Mandarin speaking Climb Leaders, this experience is perfect for Chinese  
visitors.

There is a 3 ½ hours experience which departs at 10am and a 2 ¼ hours experience which 
departs at 3pm. Each experience has a maximum of 14 people per Climb. 
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BridgeClimb
The top of your list Down Under!

  BridgeClimb - 3.5 hours

  BridgeClimb Express - 2.25 hours

  BridgeClimb Sampler - 1.5 hours

  BridgeClimb Mandarin - 3.5 hours & 2.25 hours
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Get Prepared to Climb!

Where is BridgeClimb? Book Now

To participate you need to have a general level of health and fitness, and the ability to climb independently. 

Health & Safety Essentials: 
 - If you’re under 24 weeks pregnant, you can climb with a Certificate of Fitness Form signed by your GP. This form is available  
   for download from our website. Please bring this with you on the day.
 - If you’re over 24 weeks pregnant, you cannot climb. 
 - You must have an alcohol-blood reading below .05 to climb. Everyone is breathalysed by our staff and anyone over the  
    limit cannot continue.
 - You must be over 8 years old and more than 1.2 metres in height.
 - Essential medication like inhalers can be taken on the Climb. Please speak to our staff on the day.
 - Please bring with you glasses/sunglasses and comfortable shoes to wear on the Climb. We will equip you with all the  
   outdoor gear you’ll need to climb based on the day’s weather conditions.
 - For safety, you cannot carry anything with you up on the Bridge. This includes cameras, video cameras, Go Pros or mobile  
                   phones.   
 - We provide lockers to keep your personal belongings in. Your Climb Leader will capture photos of you during your Climb. 

If you have any questions, or are concerned about your ability to climb, please contact us for advice on +61 (2) 8274 7777.

Climbs depart from 3 Cumberland Street, The Rocks, a short walk  
from Circular Quay. 

+ 61 (2) 8274 7777  

sales@bridgeclimb.com   

bridgeclimb.com
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Climb Rates

STANDARD RATES
Valid 1 April 2018 - 30 September 2018 (excludes peak period)

BridgeClimb - 3.5 hours

BridgeClimb Express - 2.25 hours

BridgeClimb Mandarin - 3.5 hours & 2.25 hours
ADULT CHILD*

Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend

Night $263 $278 $183 $198

Day $303 $318 $203 $218

Twilight $368 $388 $258 $278

Dawn** $388 $388 $278 $278

Climb Rates

PEAK RATES
Valid 25 December 2018 - 3 January 2019

ADULT CHILD*
Night $283 $203

Day $323 $223

Twilight $393 $283

Dawn $393 $283

- Rates are quoted in Australian Dollars and include GST (Goods & 
Services Tax). 
- Climb rates and peak periods are subject to change at  
BridgeClimb’s discretion.
- *Child rates are for children 8 to 15 inclusive and must be accom-
panied by an adult (maximum of 3 children per adult). 
- **Dawn Climbs depart on the first and third Saturday of each 
month (except peak period where departures are daily).

STANDARD RATES
Valid 1 April 2018 - 30 September 2018 (excludes peak period)

BridgeClimb Sampler - 1.5 hours
ADULT CHILD*

Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend

Day $168 $188 $143 $158
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